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Executive Summary
Why Plan?
Encouraging healthy, active lifestyles through pathway and sidewalk connectivity has been a focus for the
City of Novi. The City is a four-time Promoting Active Communities Gold Award winner from the
Governor’s Council on Physical Fitness, largely due to the over 225 miles of existing and 90 miles of
planned public pedestrian and bicycle facilities.
The City of Novi is now poised to take its bicycle and pedestrian facilities, policies and programs to the
next level. The City of Novi Non-Motorized Master Plan, funded by the Federal Energy Efficiency and
Conservation Block Grant Program, lays out a systematic way to support non-motorized transportation.
Helping to shape this plan has been a dedicated group of elected officials, appointed officials, public
employees and the general public. The input from an on-line survey and two public workshops shaped
the proposed non-motorized network as well as setting implementation priorities.
When the recommendations of the Non-Motorized Master Plan have been substantively implemented, the
result will be a physical and cultural environment that supports and encourages safe, comfortable and
convenient ways for pedestrians and bicyclists to travel throughout the city and into surrounding
communities.
It is anticipated that these physical and cultural changes will result in a greater number of individuals
choosing walking and bicycling as their preferred mode of transportation for many local trips. These
choices will lead to healthier lifestyles, improved air and water quality, and a more energy efficient and
sustainable transportation system.

The Community Attitude and
Interest Survey conducted in
the winter of 2008 / 2009 found
that 65% of the households
indicated that they have a
need for walking and bicycling
trails. This was nearly double
the need stated for the next
highest category.

The end result is that with a substantially complete system, Novi could expect to replace over 18,000
miles of automobile trips with bicycle or pedestrian trips every day. This would require on average for
each person in the city to replace about a1/3 of a mile trip that is currently done by automobile with a trip
by bicycle or walking. The trip, or a combination of trips, could be of any sort – a trip to work, the store,
to visit with friends, for recreation or to school.
The outcome would be 45 fewer barrels of oil being used and 9 tons less of CO2 being released into the
environment each day – that translates into about 16,200 barrels of oil and 3,300 tons of CO2 per year.
The benefits of a comprehensive non-motorized transportation system extend well beyond energy
savings, reducing our dependence on fossil fuels and pollution reduction. A well-implemented nonmotorized transportation system will reap rewards by:
•

Providing viable transportation alternatives for individuals who are capable of independent travel
yet do not hold a driver’s license or have access to a motor vehicle at all times.

•

Improving safety, especially for the young and old who are at most risk due to their dependence
on non-motorized facilities and their physical abilities.

•

Improving the economic viability of a community by making it an attractive place to locate a
business while simultaneously reducing public and private health care costs associated with
inactivity and increasing property values.

•

Encouraging healthy lifestyles by promoting active living.

•

Improving the aesthetics of the roadway and community by adding landscaping and medians that
improve the pedestrian environment and safety.

•

Providing more transportation choices that respect an individual’s religious beliefs,
environmental ethic, and/or uneasiness in operating a vehicle.

•

Creating a stronger social fabric by fostering the personal interaction that takes place while on
foot or on bicycle.

But the change will not happen overnight. Novi, like many other communities that have mostly been
built since World War II, has been profoundly shaped by the automobile. For 70 years the design of
everything from homes, neighborhoods, shopping center, schools, workplaces and churches have been
centered on the car. This is true not only for the site-specific placement of driveways and parking lots,
but also the distribution and mixing of land uses.
The pattern of public investment in motor vehicle transportation, above all other modes, has resulted in an
overall reduction in transportation options for the average citizen. Many communities like Novi are now
weighing the convenience of the automobile against the consequences of its use at current levels and
trying to strike a balance.
The Non-Motorized Transportation Plan presents the vision of the future transportation system of Novi,
defines the necessary support structures and lays out a course for implementation.
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What is in the Plan?
The Non-Motorized Master Plan is comprised of four key elements: facilities, policies, design guidelines
and outreach and education. When these four elements are employed in concert, they will provide the
supportive physical and cultural environment necessary to bring about real change.

The facilities are the physical changes that will make walking and bicycling in the City safer, more
comfortable and convenient. The policies outline proposed changes to the way the City does business to
support non-motorized transportation. The design guidelines show how current best practices may be
employed for common scenarios. Outreach and education outline the programs that will encourage
additional and safer non-motorized travel. The following provides an overview for each element.

Facilities
The plan calls for a total of 74 miles of primary pedestrian routes (sidewalks, roadside paths and/or offroad trails on both sides) from the current 33 miles. This would be equal to the number of miles of
primary roadway. The plan also calls for a total of 124 miles of primary bicycle routes (bike lanes, onroad bike routes and off-road trails) up from 6 miles that currently exist.
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Proposed Non-Motorized Network

The proposed Non-Motorized Network recognizes that pedestrians and bicyclists are a diverse population
and that no one solution will apply to all bicyclists or all pedestrians. Thus bike lanes and sidewalks /
roadside pathways have been proposed along all the primary roads in the City. Some of these roads are
more oriented to bicyclists and pedestrians than others as they carry fewer motor vehicles and will be
designed such to keep motor vehicle speeds in the 30 to 35 mph range. Complementing the primary road
system will be a network of neighborhood connectors and off-road trails that provide access to key
destinations in the City while minimizing exposure to a large volume of high speed motor vehicles.
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Bicycle/Pedestrian Focused
Corridors
Bicycle/pedestrian focused corridors are roadways
where an emphasis will be placed on the needs of the
non-motorized user. The roadway will have design
elements such as frequent mid-block crossings, miniroundabouts, medians and street trees that will result in
motorists naturally driving the roadway at 30 to 35
mph.
The result is that the road will be a much more
comfortable environment to walk along and many
bicyclists will be comfortable using bike lanes on these
roads.
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Auto Focused Corridors
Auto focused corridors recognize that some roads in
the City need to carry large volumes of motor vehicles
at higher speeds. But even for these roads, bicycle
facilities will be provided for non-motorized users
commuting to work and enhanced crosswalks will be
provided between signals where there is demand.

Balanced Corridors
Balanced corridors try to balance the needs of both
non-motorized and motorized users.
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Neighborhood Connectors and
Trails
Neighborhood connector routes are primarily located
on low speed, low traffic volume local roads and
connecting pathways. They link neighborhoods to
parks, schools and downtowns. Signs provide
wayfinding by noting direction and distance to key
destinations. Elements such as traffic calming, public
art, rain gardens and historic features can be added to
enhance the routes.
The local roads in the City of Novi provide great
opportunities for neighborhood connector routes,
especially for people who prefer to not be along a
major arterial or collector road. By incorporating short
connecting pathways through schools, parks, and
between neighborhoods, a tighter network is produced,
making it easier for bicyclists and pedestrians to travel
through the city.
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Policies
The proposed policies address the day to day operations of the City and its partners. They include the
following topics:
•

Complete Streets Policy

•

ADA and Transition Plan

•

Safe Routes to Schools

•

Bicycle parking

•

Maintenance of non-motorized facilities

•

Sidewalk/roadside pathway completion

Maintaining the existing facilities

These policies provide the institutional support for the non-motorized system. They provide the
necessary support system for the proposed physical system. They also provide a framework with which
new issues related to non-motorized transportation may be addressed.
The City of Novi has already made great strides in this area. The City has adopted a resolution of support
for complete streets and is currently in the process of preparing an ADA Transition Plan. By updating the
City’s codes and implementing the recommended programs, a system will be developed that will be able
to support and embrace the physical and cultural changes of non-motorized transportation in the City.

Design Guidelines
The recommended design guidelines define what context sensitive complete streets should look like in the
City of Novi. They are a compilation of national standards and practices that direct the implementation of
non-motorized facilities.
The design guidelines provide background information on bicycle and pedestrian travel as well as address
the following:
•

Travel along the roadway

•

Travel across the road

•

Road cross sections

•

Transitions between facility types

•

Neighborhood connectors

•

Bike routes

•

Neighborhood greenways

•

Off-road trails

•

Land use and site design
Guidelines for multi-modal roadway design
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Outreach and Education
The proposed outreach and education programs encourage people to safely use both the existing system
and inform them of new opportunities. It works to capitalize on existing assets to address:
•

Education

•

Enforcement

•

Encouragement

Education and outreach is critical to help people break out of established auto dependent travel patterns.
Residents need to be provided information on safe and viable alternatives as well as given the
encouragement necessary to precipitate change.
To accomplish this, a number of strategies have been provided that look at building on existing assets and
creating new partnerships to provide effective communications and exciting events. These include
bicycling and walking ambassadors, a third grade bicycle academy, bike to work week/commuter
challenges, large scale rides and an improved Novi Bicycle Map.
Many elements of the public outreach and education program can begin immediately. Novi, like most
communities, has enough infrastructure, programs, partners, and community pride to begin adding to the
number of residents willing to try biking and walking right now. Efforts now will prime the City for
success as it begins the work of improving its infrastructure for non-motorized transportation.

A junior bicycle ambassadors program is proposed
where teenage youth provide education and examples
for elementary age children

Outreach and education programs will
encourage the use of existing facilities
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How Will the Plan be Implemented?
The proposed improvements fall into five tracks. The first track is Initial Investments, which includes
projects that should be done immediately as they complete critical gaps and address safety concerns.
Initial Investments
•

Mostly locally funded projects

•

Addresses critical gaps in the system

•

Addresses safety concerns

•

Mostly projects from the Pathway and Sidewalk Prioritization Analysis and Process

After the Initial Investments are completed, the following four tracks should be implemented concurrently
as opportunities and funding become available.
Major Corridor Development
•

Cross-city bike/pedestrian focused corridors most of which have either regional significance or are
important to neighboring communities as well

•

High capital investment projects likely supported by federal and state grants

•

Generally involve multiple agencies

Neighborhood Connectors
•

Mostly locally funded projects

•

Low capital investment projects

•

Intra-city network oriented

Sidewalk Gaps
•

Locally funded projects

•

Prioritized to have the most impact for the investment and to respond to public demand

•

Extension of the city’s current sidewalk prioritization process

Construction Integration
•

Projects that can be integrated as part of a larger construction project, such as bike lanes when a road
is resurfaced

Some of the improvements include relatively modest changes such as road conversions and signage and
others may take longer based on opportunities and available funding. Each task may take multiple years
to implement. The speed of the implementation depends on the amount of money the city dedicates to the
implementation along with the success of obtaining outside funding.
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Initial Investments

As the Non-Motorized Master Plan is in many ways a continuation and expansion of the City’s Pathway
and Sidewalk Prioritization Analysis and Process, a natural first step for implementation is to address the
top priorities from that effort. These top priorities are included in the Initial Investments category. In
addition, other key sidewalk gaps, connecting trails and safety concerns are addressed.
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Major Corridor Development

The Major Corridors provide a framework comprised of Bicycle and Pedestrian
Focused Corridors, Neighborhood Connectors and Off-Road Trails that provide
access to the key destinations within the City. The nature of these corridors
should appeal to great number of bicyclists and pedestrians.
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Neighborhood Connectors

The Neighborhood Connectors provide a finer network than the Major Corridors
and feed into the Major Corridor network. As they are primarily comprised of
local roadways with short connecting off-road pathways, they are an economical
way to provide alternative routes to the busy primary roads.

xiii

Conclusion
The City of Novi Non-Motorized Master Plan recognizes the great diversity of bicyclists and pedestrians
and the variety of trip types they make. As a result the Plan calls for a multi-faceted non-motorized
network that provides both direct routes along the primary roads as well as less direct links, that utilize
local roads and trails that minimize the user’s exposure to motorized traffic.
In addition to the physical network, updated policies combined with outreach and education programs
will help to establish a supportive environment for bicyclists and pedestrians. After the completion, it is
anticipated that this Plan will result in over 2% of all trips being done by pedestrians and another 2% of
trips being done by bicycle. This will result in a significant reduction in the number of vehicle miles
traveled in the City with an accompanying reduction in pollution.
Perhaps the greatest benefit to the City will be the improvement to the quality of life for the residents. By
providing valued amenities, Novi will become an even better place to live, work and play.

Residents participating in one of the two
public workshops held for the project.
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1. Introduction
Encouraging healthy, active lifestyles through pathway and sidewalk connectivity has been a focus for the
City of Novi. The City is a four-time Promoting Active Communities Gold Award winner from the
Governor’s Council on Physical Fitness, largely due to the over 225 miles of exiting and 90 miles of
planned public pedestrian and bicycle facilities.
The City of Novi is now poised to take its bicycle and pedestrian facilities, policies and programs to the
next level. This document, funded by the Federal Energy Efficiency Block Conservation Grant program,
lays out a systematic way to support non-motorized transportation.
Helping to shape this plan, has been a dedicated group of elected officials, appointed officials, public
employees and the general public. The results of an on-line survey and the input gathered at two public
workshops guided the proposed non-motorized network as well as setting implementation priorities.
The Non-Motorized Master Plan is comprised of four concurrent implementation tracts that when
employed in concert will establish a physical and cultural environment that supports and encourages safe,
comfortable and convenient ways for pedestrians and bicyclists to travel throughout the city and into the
surrounding communities.
It is anticipated that the cultural changes will result in a greater number of individuals choosing walking
and bicycling as their preferred mode of transportation for many local trips. These choices will lead to
healthier lifestyles, improved air and water quality, and a more energy efficient and sustainable
transportation system.
The following chart outlines the four implementation tracts in the plan. Each sub-element may move
forward independently as resources allow. As the Non-Motorized Master Plan is in many ways a
continuation and expansion of the City’s sidewalk and pathway program, a natural first step for
implementation is to address the top priorities from that effort. These top priorities are included in the
Initial Investments category.
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Fig 1a Four Concurrent Implementation Tracts of the Non-Motorized Plan

Facilities
• Initial Investments
• Major Corridor Develpment
• Neighborhood Connectors
• Sidewalk Gaps

Policies
• Complete Streets
• ADA
• Safe Routes to School
• Bike Parking
• Maintenance
• Sidewalk & Pathway Completion

Supportive
Physical and Cultural
Environment that
Encourages
Non-motorized
Transportation

Design Guidelines
• Update City Standards
• Direct the Design of the Facilities
• Guide Site Development

Outreach and Education
• Education
• Enforcement
• Encouragement
• Partnerships
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1.1 Why Walking and Bicycling Are Important
A comprehensive non-motorized transportation system based on best practices is of paramount
importance to the health, safety and general welfare of the citizens of Novi. The benefits of a
comprehensive non-motorized transportation system extend beyond the direct benefits to the users of the
system to the public as a whole. A well-implemented non-motorized transportation system will reap
rewards by:
•

Providing viable transportation alternatives for individuals who are capable of independent travel
yet do not hold a driver’s license or have access to a motor vehicle at all times.

•

Improving safety, especially for the young and old who are at most risk due to their dependence
on non-motorized facilities and their physical abilities.

•

Improving access for the 20% of all Americans who have some type of disability and the 10% of
all Americans who have a serious disability. 1

•

Improving the economic viability of a community by making it an attractive place to locate a
business while simultaneously reducing public and private health care costs associated with
inactivity.

•

Encouraging healthy lifestyles by promoting active living.

•

Reducing the water, air, and noise pollution associated with automobile use by shifting local trips
from automobiles to walking or bicycling.

•

Improving the aesthetics of the roadway and community by adding landscaping and medians that
improve the pedestrian environment and safety.

•

Providing more transportation choices that respect an individual’s religious beliefs,
environmental ethic, and/or uneasiness in operating a vehicle.

•

Reducing the need for parking spaces.

•

Creating a stronger social fabric by fostering the personal interaction that takes place while on
foot or on bicycle.

•

Reducing dependence on and use of fossil fuel with the resulting positive impact on climate
change.

Improvements to non-motorized facilities touch all individuals directly, as almost all trips begin and end
as a pedestrian.
Where We Are Now
There is little question that the most significant influence on the design of American communities is the
automobile. About eighty percent of America has been built in the last fifty years. 2 During those years,
the design of everything from homes, neighborhoods, shopping center, schools, workplaces and churches
have been profoundly shaped around the car. This is true not only for the site-specific placement of
driveways and parking lots, but also the distribution and mixing of land uses.
Accommodations to the automobile came not simply as the logical outgrowth of an additional mode of
travel, but often at the expense of bicycling, walking and transit. Increases in automobile volumes and
1

2

Disability Status: 2000 - Census 2000 Brief.
Jim Kunstler, Geography of Nowhere.
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speeds have made sharing a roadway uncomfortable and often unsafe. Also, the need for additional
rights-of-way to accommodate added vehicle lanes has regularly come at the expense of space typically
set aside for sidewalks.
The pattern of public investment in motor vehicle transportation above all other modes has resulted in an
overall reduction in transportation options for the average citizen. Communities are now weighing the
convenience of the automobile against the consequences of its use at current levels and trying to strike a
balance. The direct and indirect consequences include:
•

Current guidelines for exercise call for one hour of activity daily. Physical inactivity is a primary
factor in at least 200,000 deaths annually and 25% of all chronic disease-related deaths. 3 Forty
percent of adults do not participate in any leisure time physical activity; 4 of those who do
participate in exercise, 66.1% use their local streets. 5

•

About 40% of all trips are estimated to be less than two miles which is an easy distance for
walking or bicycling, provided appropriate facilities are available. In practice, automobiles are
used for 76% of all trips under one mile and 91% of all trips between one and two miles. 6

•

While money for bicycle and pedestrian projects has increased dramatically since 1989 with the
passage of federal transportation programs known as ISTEA and TEA-21, in Michigan, only
$0.16 per person is spent on pedestrian facilities vs. $58.49 per person on highway projects
annually. 7

•

The nation is experiencing an obesity epidemic; 61% of Michigan’s adults are considered
overweight, which is the second highest rate in the country. 8 While there may be other
significant factors, the increase in obesity nationally over the past fifteen years corresponds with
an increase in the number of miles driven and a decrease in the number of trips made by walking
and bicycling. This epidemic is estimated to result in $22 billion a year in health care and
personal expenses. 9

•

In southeast Michigan, people spend on average 18.8% of their income on transportation, second
only to shelter at 19.1%. 10

•

The number of children that walk or bike to school has dropped 37% over the last twenty years. 11
The increase in traffic caused by parents taking their children to and from school and other
activities has been estimated to be 20 to 25% of morning traffic. Half of the children hit by cars
while walking or bicycling to school were hit by parents of other children. 12 Today only about
8% of children walk to school.

3

Ibid.
W.C. Wilkinson, et. al. Increasing Physical Activity through Community Design: A Guide for Public Health
Practitioners. Washington: National Center for Bicycling and Walking. May 2002.
5
Brownson, Dr. Ross, et.al. “Environmental and policy determinants of physical activity in the United States”,
American Journal of Public Health, Dec 2001.
6
Chicago Department of Transportation
7
Surface transportation Policy Project, “Mean Streets 2000”, 2000.
8
Michigan Governor’s Council on Physical Fitness, Health, and Sports.
9
Ed Pavelka, “Can Commuting Help You Lose Weight?”, League of American Bicyclists, Summer 2002.
10
Surface Transportation Policy Project, “Driven to Spend”, 2000.
11
W.C. Wilkinson, et. al. Increasing Physical Activity through Community Design: A Guide for Public Health
Practitioners. Washington: National Center for Bicycling and Walking. May 2002.
12
Michigan Governor’s Council on Physical Fitness, Health, and Sports.
4
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The result of automobile emissions on public health is just beginning to be understood. In
Atlanta during the 1996 Olympics, there was a 22.5% reduction in automobile use; during the
same period of time admissions to hospitals due to asthma decreased by 41.6%. 13In Michigan,
non-motorized trips account for about 7% of all trips, but make up about 12% of all traffic
fatalities and severe injuries. Non-motorized modes are not inherently dangerous; communities
have been able to significantly increase the non-motorized mode-share while simultaneously
decreasing the number of non-motorized crashes. Emerging research is showing the single most
important factor for improving bicycle and pedestrian safety is increasing the number of
bicyclists and pedestrians.

Despite these circumstances, local public demand for improved facilities is significant as made evident by
the Community Attitude and Interest Survey conducted in the winter of 200802009. 65% of the
households indicated that they have a need for walking and bicycling trails. This was nearly double the
need stated for the next highest category.
The Intention of This Plan
The purpose of this plan is to provide a general background on the issues of non-motorized transportation
as well as to present a proposal on how to address the issues through policies, programs, and design
guidelines for facility improvements. This is not intended to be a replacement for the AASHTO Guide for
the Development of Bicycle Facilities, AASHTO Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of
Pedestrian Facilities, AASHTO Guide for Achieving Flexibility in Highway Design, USDOT’s Designing
Sidewalks and Trails for Access – Part II, Best Practices Design Guide, the pending Guidelines for
Accessible Public Rights-of-Way, MUTCD, MMUTCD or any other applicable federal, state, or local
guidelines. Rather, it is intended as a synthesis of key aspects of those documents to provide an
interpretation on how they may be applied in typical situations in the City of Novi. Given the evolving
nature of non-motorized transportation planning, these guidelines should be periodically reevaluated to
determine their appropriateness.
The specific facility recommendations within this plan represent a Master Plan level evaluation of the
suitability of the proposed facilities for the existing conditions. Prior to proceeding with any of the
recommendations in this report though, a more detailed corridor level assessment or traffic study should
be done in order to fully investigate the appropriateness of the proposed roadway modifications and/or
proposed bicycle or pedestrian facilities.

13

Friedman, Michael S., et. al. Impact of Changes in Transportation and Commuting Behaviors During the 1996
Summer Olympic Games in Atlanta on Air Quality and Childhood Asthma, Journal of the American Medical
association, February 21, 2001.
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Glossary of Terms

Within this document there are a number of terms that may be unfamiliar to many people. The following
is a brief glossary of some of the transportation terms that are found in this document:
AASHTO – American Association of State Highway & Transportation Officials.
Bicycle Quality/Level of Service (Bike Q/LOS) – a model for evaluating the perceived safety and
comfort of bicycling in a roadway based on conditions within the road (not surrounding land uses)
expressed as a letter grade with “A” being best and “F” being worst.
Bicycle Boulevard - a low-volume and low-speed street that has been optimized for bicycle travel
through treatments such as traffic calming and traffic reduction; signage and pavement markings; and
intersection crossing treatments.
Bike Lane – a portion of the roadway designated for bicycle use. Pavement striping and markings
sometimes accompanied with signage are used to delineate the lane. Examples can be found on portions
of South Lake Drive, East Lake Drive and Taft Road.
Bike Route –a designation that can be applied to any type of bicycle facility. It is intended as an aid to
help bicyclists find their way to a destination where the route is not obvious.
Bulb-outs – see Curb Extensions.
Clear Zones – area free of obstructions around roads, Shared-use Paths, and Walkways.
Clearance Interval – the flashing “Don’t Walk” or flashing “Red Hand” phase of pedestrian signals. It
indicates to pedestrians that they should not begin to cross the street. A correctly timed clearance interval
allows a pedestrian who entered the crosswalk during the “Walk” phase to finish crossing the street at an
unhurried pace.
Complete Street- streets that are planned, designed, operated and maintained such that all users may
safely, comfortably and conveniently move along and across streets throughout a community.
Crossing Islands – a raised median within a roadway typically set between opposing directions of traffic
that permits pedestrians to cross the roadway in two stages. A crossing island may be located at
signalized intersections and at unsignalized crosswalks. These are also known as Refuge Islands.
Crosswalk – the area of a roadway that connects sidewalks on either side at an intersection of roads
(whether marked or not marked) and other locations distinctly indicated for pedestrian crossings by
pavement markings.
Curb Extensions – extending the curb further into the intersections in order to minimize pedestrian
crossing distance, also known as Bulb-outs.
Dispersed Crossing – where pedestrians typically cross the road at numerous points along the roadway,
rather than at an officially marked crosswalk.
E-Bike – a bicycle that is propelled by an electric motor and/or peddling.
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Fines – finely crushed gravel 3/8” or smaller. The fines may be loosely applied or bound together with a
stabilizing agent.
Inside Lane – the travel lane adjacent to the center of the road or the Center Turn Lane.
Ladder Style Crosswalk – a special emphasis crosswalk marking where 1’ to 2’ wide white pavement
markings are placed perpendicular to the direction of a crosswalk to clearly identify the crosswalk.
Lateral Separation – horizontal distance separating one use from another (pedestrians from cars, for
example) or motor vehicles from a fixed obstruction such as a tree.
Leading Pedestrian Interval –a traffic signal phasing approach where the pedestrian “Walk” phase
precedes the green light going in the same direction by generally 4 to 5 seconds.
Level of Service (LOS) – a measurement of the motor vehicle flow of a roadway expressed by a letter
grade with “A” being best or free flowing and “F” being worst or forced flow/heavily congested. Also
see Bicycle Level of Service and Pedestrian Level of Service.
Long-term Plan – reflects the vision of the completed non-motorized system. Some improvements may
require the reconstruction of existing roadways, the acquisition of new right-of-way, or significant capital
investments.
Mid-block Crossings – locations that have been identified based on land uses, bus stop locations and the
difficulty of crossing the street as probable candidates for Mid-block Crosswalks. Additional studies will
need to be completed for each location to determine the ultimate suitability as a crosswalk location and
appropriate solution to address the demand to cross the road.
Mid-block Crosswalk – a crosswalk where motorized vehicles are not controlled by a traffic signal or
stop sign. At these locations, pedestrians wait for a gap in traffic to cross the street, motorists are required
to yield to a pedestrian who is in the crosswalk (but not if the pedestrian is on the side of the road waiting
to cross).
MMUTCD – Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices. This document is based on the
National Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD). It specifics how signs, pavement
markings and traffic signals are to be used. The current version is the 2005 MMUTCD. It was adopted
on August 15, 2005 and is based on the 2003 National MUTCD. In 2009 a new National MUTCD was
adopted, the state has two years to adopt the national manual. Typically, there are only minor divergences
between the two manuals due to specifics in Michigan traffic laws.
Mode-share / Mode split – the percent of trips for a particular mode of transportation relative to all trips.
A mode-share / mode split may be for a particular type of trip such as home-to-work.
Mode – distinct types of transportation (cars, bicycles and pedestrians are all different modes of travel).
MVC – Michigan Vehicle Code, a state law addressing the operation of motor vehicles and other modes
of transportation.
Near-term Opportunities –improvements that may generally be done with minimal changes to existing
roadway infrastructure. They include road re-striping projects, paved shoulders, new sidewalks and
crossing islands. In general, existing curbs and drainage structures are not changed.
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Neighborhood Greenway – a route that utilizes residential streets and short connecting pathways that
link destinations such as parks, schools and Shared Use Paths. Neighborhood Greenways may contain
the characteristics of a Bicycle Boulevard but, in addition, provide accommodations for pedestrians and
sustainable design elements such as rain gardens.
Out-of-Direction Travel – travel in an out-of-the-way, undesirable direction.
Outside Lane – the travel lane closest to the side of the road.
Off-road Trail – see Shared Use Path
Pedestrian Desire Lines – preferred pedestrian direction of travel.
Pedestrian Quality/Level of Service (Ped. Q/LOS) – a model for evaluating the perceived safety and
comfort of the pedestrian experience based on conditions within the road ROW (not surrounding land
uses) expressed as a letter grade with “A” being best and “F” being worst.
Refuge Islands – see Crossing Islands.
Roundabouts – yield-based circular intersections that permit continuous vehicle travel movement.
Shared Roadway –bicycles and vehicles share the roadway without any portion of the road specifically
designated for the bicycle use. Shared Roadways may have certain undesignated accommodations for
bicyclists such as wide lanes, paved shoulders, and/or low speeds. These routes may also be signed and
include pavement markings such as shared-use arrows.
Shared Lane Markings – a pavement marking consisting of a bike symbol with a double chevron above,
also known as “sharrows”. These pavement markings are used for on-road bicycle facilities where the
right-of-way is too narrow for designated bike lanes. The shared lane markings alerts cars to take caution
and allow cyclist to safely travel in these lanes when striping is not possible. They are often used in
conjunction with signage.
Shared Use Path – a wide pathway that is separate from a roadway by an open unpaved space or barrier
or located completely away from a roadway. A Shared Use Path is shared by bicyclists and pedestrians.
There are numerous sub-types of Shared Use Paths including Sidewalk Bikeways that have unique
characteristics and issues. An example of a Shared Use Path would be the I-275 Metro Trail.
Shy Distance – the distance that pedestrians, bicyclists and motorists naturally keep between themselves
and a vertical obstruction such as a wall or curb.
Sidepath – see Roadside Pathway
Roadside Pathway – a specific type of Shared Use Path that parallels a roadway generally within the
road right-of-way. This is also known as a Sidepath.
Signalized Crosswalk – a crosswalk where motor vehicle and pedestrian movements are controlled by
traffic signals. These are most frequently a part of a signalized roadway intersection but a signal may be
installed solely to facilitate pedestrians crossings.
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Speed Table – raised area across the road with a flat top to slow traffic.
Splitter Islands – crossing islands leading up to roundabouts that offer a haven for pedestrians and that
guide and slow the flow of traffic. They may also be used at intersections in place of a turning lane.
UTC – Uniform Traffic Code, is a set of laws that can be adopted by municipalities to become local law
that address the operation of motor vehicles and other modes of transportation. The UTC is a
complementary set of laws to the MVC.
Yield Lines – a row of triangle shaped pavement markings placed on a roadway to signal to vehicles the
appropriate place to yield right-of-way. This is a new pavement marking that is used in conjunction with
the new “Yield to Pedestrians Here” sign in advance of marked crosswalks.
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2. Inventory and Analysis
The major influences on non-motorized travel may be distilled down to two factors: the physical
environment and the social environment. The influence of the physical environment is not limited to the
existence of specific facilities such as bike lanes and sidewalks. Just as important as facilities is the
underlying urban form. The majority of bicycle and pedestrian trips are for short distances. Even with
first-rate facilities, large blocks of homogeneous land uses and spread-out development will inhibit many
non-motorized trips.
The City of Novi and Oakland County as a whole are at a key juncture. Mainstream media has begun to
cover the health and economic implications of our land use and transportation infrastructure decisions.
Community leaders and citizen activists are calling for a greater emphasis on non-motorized travel. Yet,
there is a tremendous physical and institutional legacy to overcome.
Topics:
2.1 – General Conditions
2.2 – The Pedestrian Environment
2.3 – The Bicycling Environment
2.4 – Projected Energy Savings
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General Conditions

The City of Novi generally consists of dispersed land uses that for the most part, are scaled towards
automobile use. Typical of the region, Novi has a primary road system based on a one mile grid with
commercial centers located along the busy roadways frequently crusted at the intersections as well as near
freeway interchanges.
Bicycle and pedestrian travel outside of neighborhood streets generally follows the primary road system
on sidewalks and roadside pathways, although there are some bike lanes in the north and south of town.
Opportunities to cross the primary road system are limited with poor bicycle and pedestrian connectivity
between neighborhoods that are located on opposite sides of the roadway.
Over the past number of years, the City of Novi has systematically been adding sidewalks and pathways
along the primary road system. However, there are still numerous gaps remaining in the system which
makes many trips challenging. Trips on unfamiliar routes may often result in a dead end without an
obvious alternative. The artificial barriers of the railroad, expressways and the four and five-lane arterials
also tend to fragment the City from a non-motorized standpoint. The result is a non-motorized
environment that is generally not favorable to walking and bicycling for everyday transportation but is
capable of providing for more recreational based trips.
Many of the city’s primary roads though are only two to three lanes wide. These roads may be more
easily converted to a more bicycle and pedestrian corridors.
The following maps provide a general summary of the existing conditions in the City of Novi:
•

Fig. 2.1A. City Overview

•

Fig. 2.1B. Existing Land Use

•

Fig. 2.1C. Future Lane Use

•

Fig. 2.1D. Population Density

•

Fig. 2.1E. Existing Trails Inventory

•

Fig. 2.1F. Regional Trails Inventory

•

Fig. 2.1G. Existing Sidewalks and Roadside Pathways

•

Fig. 2.1H. Road Jurisdiction

•

Fig. 2.1I. Transportation Improvement Projects

•

Fig. 2.1J. Average Daily Traffic Volumes

•

Fig. 2.2 K. Posted Speed Limit

•

Fig. 2.2 L. Existing Road Cross-Sections

•

Fig. 2.1M. Block Size
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Fig. 2.1A. City Overview

Population: currently estimated to be 52,231 (city special census, 2007)
Size: Over 30 Square Miles
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Fig. 2.1B. Existing Land Use (As of 2008)
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Fig. 2.1C. Future Land Use (As of 2010)

Suburban (Low Rise)
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Fig. 2.1D. Population Density

Based on the 2007 special census.
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Fig. 2.1E. Existing Trails Inventory

The I-275 Metro Trail is a 40 mile bikeway that links communities in Wayne, Oakland
and Monroe counties. The trail terminates at Meadowbrook Road just south of the I-96
expressway. The M-5 Metro Trail was recently built in 2010 with plans to extend north
along M-5.
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Fig. 2.1F. Regional Trails Inventory

M-5 Metro Trail

The existing I-275 Metro Trail and under development M-5 Metro Trail runs up the
eastern border of the city. When completed it will provide a key link between the
extensive regional trail system to the south and the proposed cross state trail to the north.
The ITC corridor that generally runs north-south between Wixom Road and Beck Road
between Maybury State Park and just east of Lyon Oaks County Park has the potential to
link key regional parks to the residents.
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Fig. 2.1G. Existing Sidewalks and Roadside Pathways

Along major roadways, the city generally has 5’ concrete sidewalks on one side of the
road and 8’ asphalt pathways on the other side of the road. In 2006 the City of Novi
Pathway and Sidewalk Prioritization Analysis and Process was approved by the City
Council. Since that time the City of Novi has completed around 20,000 feet of pathways
and sidewalks and developers completed over 10,000 feet of pathways and sidewalks in
the City of Novi.
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Fig. 2.1H. Road Jurisdiction

Roads owned by the state and managed by the Michigan Department of Transportation
(MDOT) are shown in red. Any modifications to these “trunkline” roads must be
coordinated with and approved by MDOT. Likewise any roads shown in blue are under
the jurisdiction of the county road commission and any modifications to these roads must
be coordinated with and approved by the county road commission.
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Fig. 2.1I. Transportation Improvement Projects

Short –Range – FY 2008-2011 Transportation Improvements (TIP) is a list of all
transportation projects receiving federal funding in Southeast Michigan through 2011.
The TIP represents the priorities of the cities and transportation agencies for implementing
Direction 2035, the region’s long range transportation plan.
Long – Range – Direction 2035 is the long-range vision for the proper maintenance and expansion of the
transportation infrastructure to meet basic transportation and regional sustainability goals. It serves as a guide for
developing a transportation system that is accessible, safe and reliable and contributes to a higher quality of life for
the region’s citizens. The long-range vision guides implementation of the short-range project in the TIP.
Only Projects on federal-aid eligible roads are mapped.
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Fig. 2.1J. Average Daily Traffic Volumes

Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) is an estimate of traffic volumes. The volumes
are based on total two-way traffic over a 24-hour period and may vary by season or day
of the week. The volumes are determined from a combination of actual traffic counts
and modeling. The map shows 2008 data provided by SEMCOG.
The gradations used generally reflect noticeable changes in the comfort level of bicyclists sharing a roadway with
motorists, all other factors being equal.
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Fig. 2.1K. Posted Speed Limit
As of January 2011

Roadways with high speeds can reduce the comfort level for bicycles and pedestrians
traveling along a road corridor, and my even discourage bicycle and pedestrian use all
together. Actual running speeds are likely higher than posted speeds.
Please note that speed limits along some roads are in the process of changing so some of
the speeds listed above may be outdated.
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Fig. 2.1L. Existing Road Cross-section
As of September 2010

The majority of the roads in the city are two lane roads, although many of these roads have
designated turn lanes and by-pass lanes in places. The widest roads for the most part
border the freeway corridors.
Generally, roadways with numerous designated turn lanes and by-pass lanes present
challenges when trying to incorporate bicycle facilities into the existing road cross-section.
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Fig. 2.1M. Block Size

Block size is an excellent measurement of directness of travel and a key indicator in the
level of pedestrian activity. A block is defined as an area that a person cannot pass
through. These areas usually do not have any sidewalks, roadways or bike paths allowing
access between two points. One example is an expressway where you may have to go a
mile or more out of your way just to get to the other side.
The majority of the city’s landmass is in blocks over 100 acres in size. There are no large contiguous areas where
the block size is 15 acres or less in size. Finding ways to create more direct pedestrian travel ways will be key to
making Novi a more walkable community.
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The Pedestrian Environment

The City of Novi has a partially complete sidewalk system along the major roadways, however there are
still significant gaps along major roadways in both the built up and more suburban parts of town. The
quality of the pedestrian experience on these sidewalks varies greatly throughout the City. Some
sidewalks have little if any buffer such as a row of trees or parked cars, between the sidewalk and the
roadway. This lack of a barrier has been shown to have a significant adverse impact on the quality of the
walking experience. Other sidewalks and roadside pathways are set well back from the road and have
substantial vegetated buffer.
Another major issue lies with cross-roadway accommodations. There are significant stretches of the
major thoroughfares that provide no means to cross the roadway safely. There are also places where
logical crossings are not accommodated. Even where there are marked crosswalks, they are often
inadequate. Many times the existing crossings are missing key safety features, making them difficult to
cross, especially on high speed multi-lane roadways.
The following maps provide a general summary of the existing conditions of pedestrian facilities in the
City of Novi:
•

Fig. 2.2 A. Pedestrian Crash Locations

•

Fig. 2.2 B. Pedestrian Crash Data

•

Fig. 2.2 C. Existing Sidewalk Quality

•

Fig. 2.2 D. Existing Crosswalk Spacing Analysis

•

Fig. 2.2 E. Existing Road Crossing Difficulty Assessment
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Fig. 2.2A. Pedestrian Crash Locations

The crashes shown are from a five year period, 2004 – 2009.
There were 30 pedestrian involved crashes, none were fatal and ten resulted in serious
injuries. Drinking or drug use was involved in 3 of the crashes. There was no traffic
control at 70% of the crash locations.
The Michigan Traffic Crash Fact website was the source of the data and charts.
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Fig. 2.2B. Pedestrian Crash Data
Month of Crash

Pedestrian crashes occurred in every month except February.

Day of Week

Crashes took place on every day of the week with the most occurring on a Friday.

Time of Day

All but one crash took place between 6:00 AM and 10 PM. Half the crashes took place during daylight,
7% took place during dawn and 40% took place in the dark (3% were not coded).
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Road Conditions

Wet, Snowy or Icy roads were a factor in about half the crashes.

Area of Road at Crash

43% of the crashes are related to an intersection or driveway.

Relation to Roadway

70% of the crashes took place on the roadway.
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Sidewalk Quality
A key factor to a pedestrians comfort level on a sidewalk is the degree of separation from the roadway.
Elements such as lawn buffers and vertical elements tend to make a pedestrian feel more separated from
the roadway, increasing the pedestrian’s level of comfort when on a sidewalk.
The sidewalk quality rating system is designed to help identify a pedestrian’s level of comfort when on a
sidewalk based on the amount of separation from the roadway. The rating system is broken up into five
categories A, B, C, D and E. A sidewalk with a rating of “A” has the best pedestrian comfort level and a
sidewalk with a rating of “E” has the worst pedestrian comfort level.

A - Rating
Sidewalk is setback from roadway and contains vertical elements such as
closely spaced trees and/or light poles.

B - Rating
Sidewalk is setback from roadway but contains no vertical elements.

C - Rating
Sidewalk is directly adjacent to the roadway along the curb and has no
buffer space or vertical elements.

D - Rating
No sidewalk facility is built, but the area is physically passable by foot.

E - Rating
No sidewalk facility is built and the area is not physically passable by
foot. Physical barriers such as streams or expressway overpasses usually
contribute to this type of situation.
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Fig. 2.2C. Existing Sidewalk Quality

A key factor to a pedestrians comfort on a sidewalk is the degree of separation from the
roadway. Buffer (lawn extensions) and vertical elements such as trees and light poles
increase the pedestrians comfort level.
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Fig. 2.2D. Existing Crosswalk Spacing Analysis

Crosswalk spacing is a key factor in directness of travel. Most pedestrian trips for
personal business (like walking to the store) are about ½ mile long. Where there is
demand to cross the road and crosswalk spacing is over 1/8 of a mile apart, midblock
crossings are likely to occur. There are numerous stretches or roadway on primary streets
within the city with over ½ mile between crosswalks. This analysis measures the distance
that a pedestrian would have to travel in order to cross the road at a designated crossing.
This analysis was based on existing conditions. Signalized intersections without pedestrian crossings were not used
in this calculation because they do not provide a safe crossing. However, please note that existing signalized
crossings that were used in this analysis may not be up to ADA standards, so even if they have a crossing, they may
not be accessible to everyone.
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Fig. 2.2E. Existing Road Crossing Difficulty Assessment

Road crossing difficulty is a measurement of how
difficult a person would typically find it to cross a
road at an unmarked mid-block crosswalk. It is
based on the number of lanes, speed and average
daily traffic. Overall, it is generally difficult to
cross with ADT being the most restrictive factor on
primary roads in the city.

Grade
A
B
C
D
E

Lanes
2
3
4
5
6

Speed
<30
30
35
40
45+

ADT
<5,000
5,000‐10,000
10,000‐15,000
15,000‐20,000
20,000+

Road crossing difficulty is based on the number of lanes, speed limit and daily traffic volumes. For example a road
that has 25,000ADT, 4 lanes and a posted speed limit of 40mph with no existing bike lane would get a E rating. A 5
lane with a speed limit of 40mph receives a D rating, however the 25,000ADT makes it a E rating because the most
restrictive rating is applied (please refer to the chart above).
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The Bicycling Environment

The approach to handling bicycles in the City is inconsistent and incomplete. Most of the efforts have
been put toward the roadside pathways. There are a few short segments of existing bike lanes in the city.
There is a one-way bike lane on South Lake Drive and a two-way bike lane on East Lake Drive with a
short pathway connecting the two. There is also a bike lane on Taft Road south of 9 Mile Road.
Currently the Pathways along the side of the arterial and collector roads function as the main bicycle
facilities. However, this system is incomplete and many bicyclists may prefer to ride in the roadway
when commuting across town. Even together, the on-road and off-road facilities do not make for a
complete system and transfers between on-road and off-road facilities are not logical or convenient.
The following maps provide a general summary of the existing conditions in the City of Novi:
•

Fig. 2.3A. Bicycle Crash Locations

•

Fig. 2.3B. Bicycle Crash Data

•

Fig. 2.3C. Roadside Pathway Conflicts

•

Fig. 2.3D. In-Road Bicycling Quality Assessment
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Fig. 2.3A. Bicycle Crash Locations

The crashes shown are from a five year period, 2004 – 2009.
There were 31 bicycle involved crashes, none were fatal and six resulted in serious
injury. Drinking or drug use was involved in 1 of the crashes. There was no traffic
control at 38% of the crashes; a signal was present at 43% and a stop sign at 19% of the
locations.
The Michigan Traffic Crash Fact website was the source of the data and charts.
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Fig. 2.3B. Bicycle Crash Data
Month of Crash

There were no crashes during the months of December, January, February and March. This is likely due
to fewer bicyclists during the winter months and that winter bicyclists are more experienced bicyclists.

Day of Week

Crashes were evenly distributed throughout the week.

Time of Day

The crashes took place between 7:00 AM and 10 PM. 81% of the crashes took place in daylight, 5% at
dusk and 10% took place when it was dark (9% were not coded).
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Road Conditions

The road was dry for 80% of the crashes.

Area of Road at Crash

67% of the crashes were related to a driveway or intersection.

Relation to Roadway

86% of the crashes took place in the roadway.
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Fig. 2.3C. Roadside Pathway Conflicts

A conflict point is a local road or high traffic volume commercial driveway. For this
analysis, each segment of sidewalk between two major roadways was given a rating from
A to E based on the number of conflict points (see legend). Ten minor/residential
driveways or one local road or high volume driveway was considered equal to one conflict
point.
The AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities generally considers sidewalks undesirable as shareduse paths. This is due to the inherent conflicts between bicycles and motorists where a pathway intersects with
driveways and roads. Suitable sidepath locations are uninterrupted by driveways and roadways for long distances
and provide safe and convenient road crossing opportunities to destinations on the other side of the road.
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Fig. 2.3D. In-Road Bicycling Quality Assessment

In-road bicycling facilities improve
the quality of the bicycling experience
on busy roads. Quality of the in-road
bike facilities is based on speed limit
and daily traffic volumes. A road with
an existing bike lane has a higher
quality; however, there are few
existing bike lanes in the city.

Without BikeLane
A
B
C
D
E
E

With Bike Lane
A
A
B
C
C
D

ADT
0 ‐5,000
5,000 –10,000
10,000 –15,000
15,000 –20,000
20,000 –25,000
Over 25,000

Speed Limit
25
30
35
40
45
50

Quality of the in-road bike facilities is based on speed limit and daily traffic volumes. For example a road that has
12,000ADT and a posted speed limit of 40mph with no existing bike lane would get a D rating. An ADT of 12,000
puts the road in the C range, however the 40mph speed limit makes it a D rating because the most restrictive rating is
applied (please refer to the chart above).
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Projected Energy Savings

The desire to expand non-motorized transportation choices is generally driven by two factors. First, is the
goal to accommodate non-motorized transportation given the numerous economic, social and public
health benefits. The second goal is to reduce the number of Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) and the
corresponding reduction in Green House Gas (GHG) emissions. This could include shifting trips from
single occupancy motor vehicles to bicycling, walking or transit. Regardless of the goal, the question is
what change in transportation choices will occur if the environment for walking or bicycling is improved?
Answering this question precisely is hampered by limited data, sparse research on the subject, and the
nuances that go into any transportation choice. What is likely, though, is that the number of people who
walk and bicycle will increase when the environment for bicycling and walking is improved. It should be
noted though that these increases in walking and bicycling do not necessarily have a reciprocal increase in
bicycle and pedestrian crashes. Rather, with improved facilities and increases in the number of bicyclists
and pedestrians, the crash rates typically decrease as motorists become accustomed to the presence of
non-motorized traffic.
One of the least understood aspects of transportation planning is the notion of self-selection. It has been
demonstrated that individuals who move to an area with a better non-motorized environment will indeed
walk and bicycle more 1. What is unknown is how much of that increase is the result of the environment
alone vs. how much is the result of an individual’s choice to live in a place because its environment
supports bicycling and walking.
Existing Commuter Mode-split
To understand Novi’s potential to increase the number of people walking and bicycling, it is helpful to
look at Novi’s current bicycling and walking trends compared to other communities. Then we may be
able to gauge approximately how many more people may be enticed to walk and bicycle.
The mode-split is the overall proportion of trips made by a particular mode of travel. This information is
generally determined by surveys or census data. When looking at how Novi compares to other cities
between 40,000 and 60,000 in population, its pedestrian and bicycle commute numbers are the second
lowest. The percent that commute by bike, 0.2%, is the third lowest of its peers and well below the peer
communities’ average of 0.4% and the national average of 0.5%. The percent that walk, 0.5%, is the
second lowest of its peers and significantly below the peer city average of 3% and the national average of
2.8%. These numbers can likely be attributed to the dispersed land uses in the city which make biking to
work a more realistic option than walking to work.
It is likely as Novi continues to develop its commercial core into a more pedestrian friendly environment
surrounded by higher density residential development, the percentage of non-motorized trips in the City
will rise if appropriate non-motorized linkages are established. As noted earlier, the greatest increase in
non-motorized trips will likely come from bicyclists given the land use patterns in the City of Novi.

1

Krizek, Kevin J., Residential Relocation and Changes in Urban Travel: Does Neighborhood-Scale Urban Form
Matter? Journal of the American Planning Association. Spring, Vol. 69, No. 3, p.265-281.
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Table 2.4A Commute to Work Comparison

From the US 2000 Census commute to work data as compiled in the online Carfree Census Database found at
Bikesatwork.com, compiled by Bikes At Work, Inc., Ames, IA.

It should be noted that the inclusion of East Lansing in the table as a peer city is may not be a fair
comparison. University towns such as East Lansing have significantly higher rates of non-motorized trips
than non-university towns. But in 2000, East Lansing had very few bicycle and pedestrian facilities. In
fact none of the peer communities had a significant number of bicycle facilities. Thus, the 3.1% of
commuters who bike in East Lansing may not be an unrealistic target when Novi’s physical, social and
economic environments for walking and bicycling have improved substantially.
Probable Mode Shift Due to Environmental Change
California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) Air Resources Board has developed guidelines to
determine the emission reduction benefits associated with auto trips replaced by bicycle trips. Their
research concluded that the key aspect in projecting the percent of trips that may done by bicycle is the
ratio of bicycle lane miles to arterial/freeway miles. They concluded that if the ratio is less than 0.35 then
a 0.65% bicycle mode share should be projected. If the ratio is greater than 0.35 a 2% mode share should
be used (or 6.8% for university towns).
While it may seem easy to dismiss these numbers because they are from California, a state with a much
milder climate that Michigan, climate is not the factor most people think it is. In fact, the 2000 census
commute data show that many of the cities with the highest percentage of bicycle commuters are from
northern climates: Boulder, Colorado - 7.4%, Aspen, Colorado - 6.6%, Missoula, Montana -5.9% and
Madison, Wisconsin, 3.29%. These percentages are also ten years old. The 2009 National Household
Travel Survey found that bicycling and walking has increased by 25% from 2001.
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Table 2.4B Existing to Proposed Conditions Comparison
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To determine the probable mode shift, a variation of the Caltrans approach has been used. Table 2.4B,
Existing to Proposed Conditions Comparison, shows the comparison between existing primary bicycle
and pedestrian routes and primary motorized routes for both existing and proposed conditions. The
primary routes do not take into account the local residential roadways unless they are part of a designated
bicycle route.
The data shows that currently, primary pedestrian routes are about 0.45 of the total of primary motorized
routes. When the system is completed, there will be a 1:1 ratio. When looking at peer cities, Midland and
Muskegon have more complete sidewalk systems. Midland, has a walking mode share of 1.9% for
commuters and Muskegon a 2.9%. Thus, a 2.5% walking mode share seems like a reasonable number.
Existing primary bicycle routes are 0.08 of the existing primary motorized routes. When completed the
primary bicycle route system will be 1.75 of the primary motorized routes. Even when the system is only
partially completed, the change will be significant. Looking at the peer cities, Midland has a 0.4% and
Muskegon has a 0.5% bicycle mode share for commuting. East Lansing, while a university town, at that
time the data was collected it had few bicycle facilities, reports a 3.1% mode share. Thus the Caltrans
approach of a 2% mode share once a bicycle system becomes substantially complete seems like a
reasonable number.
A 2.5% pedestrian and 2.2% bicycle mode share will be used for the targets. This represents a 2%
increase in for both bicycle and pedestrian trips.
Reduction Vehicle Miles Traveled
Not all trip types are the same. People tend to devote more time to a trip to work than a trip to a grocery
store. A 30 minute commute may be typical, but people generally would not spend more than 10 minutes
traveling to a grocery store. And the average trip distance varies dramatically based on the mode. For
example, a 30 minute commute to work may be 20 miles by car, 4 miles by bike or little less than 2 miles
by foot.
Some trips are more likely to be undertaken via walking and bicycling than others. Many work commute
trips do not require carrying substantial amounts of materials or supplies. But a trip to the grocery store
to acquire a week or two worth of groceries is unlikely to be done by bike or foot. But, if a grocery store
is located between home and work, a person’s shopping patterns may change. They may find they make
more frequent trips to the grocery store carrying only a few days worth of food home each time which is
easily accomplished via foot or bike. This is very common travel and shopping pattern in some
communities.
To estimate the trip and related greenhouse gas reduction, an estimate of the % of trip types that may be
done by walking or bicycling has been made with a rough average of 2% overall. Also, for each trip type
reduced, an estimate of the miles for that trip type has been made.
The end result is that with a substantially complete system, Novi could expect to daily replace over
18,000 miles of automobile trips with bicycle or pedestrian trips. This would require on average for each
person in the City to replace about a1/3 of a mile trip that currently done by automobile with a trip by
bicycle or walking. The trip could be of any sort – a trip to work, the store, to visit with friends, for
recreation or to school.
This would result in 45 fewer barrels of oil being used and 9 tons less of CO2 being released into the
environment each day – that translates into about 16,000 barrels of oil and 3,300 tons of CO2 per year.
The active transportation choices will also improve resident’s health in many other ways.
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